Aiming at bottlenecks (such as ambiguous physical meaning, complex mathematical expression, and so on) in traditional network traffic modeling analysis, this paper puts forward a novel threshold-optimization-based traffic model.In this model, the actual network traffic is divided into two different parts (i.e., a-traffic with burst characteristic, and b-traffic with steady characteristic) according to optimized threshold results obtained with particle swarm optimization algorithm. The atraffic and b-traffic are respectively described with mathematical formulas which not only can depict the traffic nature precisely but also can be resolved easily. It is proved that the threshold-optimization-based traffic model presented in this paper can describe the traffic nature more accurately.
Introduction
Traffic model is a basic research for computer network performance research. It can be used to simulate the network under different conditions, and evaluate the performance of the current network, or help dimension the network to achieve a given quality of service after traffic model is founded. Network traffic model research undergoes several stages from Poisson-based model to the self-similarity-based model and multifractal-based model. The classical Poisson-based models [1] successfully capture Short Range Dependent (SRD) of network traffic. However, Poisson-based models fail to capture the long-range and second-order correlations of traffic. Hence performance predictions based on Poisson traffic models are often far too optimistic when compared against actual performance with real data. In addition, a lot of recent experiments [2] show that Poisson-based traffic models in previous network performance analyses cannot accurately depict system actual traffic characteristic. Fractal models have made a major impact in the area of communications recently, particularly in the area of computer data networks. As the work of Leland et al. [2] and subsequent studies have demonstrated, network traffic loads exhibit fractal properties such as self-similarity, burstness, and long-range dependence (LRD).But mathematical expresses of the Fractal model are too complicated for PRNR research. Generally, the actual network traffic characteristic is very complex. However, Poisson-based traffic model or fractal traffic model just reflects one side of the actual traffic characteristics. Therefore, just Poisson-based model or fractal model is difficult to describe the actual traffic characteristics accurately. At present, dilemma of popular traffic model researches is reflected in following three aspects: First of all, most of classical traffic models are proposed based on statistical fitting of ideas [3] . Thus, parameters are hard to provide practical physical significance. Secondly, network traffic model is too imprecise to describe the network traffic characteristics. Thirdly, mathematical expresses of traffic model are generally too complicated for PRNR research. Aiming at the bottlenecks in current PRNR research, this paper pays more attention on precise network traffic modeling. Thus, a novel threshold-optimization-based network traffic model is proposed. In this model, the actual network traffic is divided into two different parts (i.e., a-traffic with burst characteristic, and b-traffic with steady characteristic) according to optimized threshold results obtained with Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). The a-traffic and btraffic are respectively described with mathematical formulas which not only can depict the traffic nature precisely but also can be resolved easily. Finally, with network traffic dec-pkt-1 and BC-pOct89 as example [4] , network traffic model is validated from statistical and traffic characteristics.
The network traffic mechanism analysis
Before establishing network traffic model, network traffic characteristics should be analyzed. In view of the network traffic characteristics, network traffic model is established.
Network traffic multifractal analysis
Long Range Dependence is a characteristic of large time scales, which does not specify any particular behavior for Internet traffic at small time scales. Indeed, as will become clear in this thesis, the change of scale means a change in the objects studied, from groups of packets transmitting a given file to individual packets. Over small time scales the traffic has non Gaussian margins and hence its description requires more than simple second order statistics, for instance with multifractal models [5] . Based on [3] the moments of the pre-multifractal ( ) X t behave as a power-law:
Type (1) shows, the network traffic is self-similar. Otherwise if ( ) q is convex function for q, the network traffic is multifractal. This paper chooses dec-PKT-1 and the BC-pOct89 as objects, which are collected by foreign laboratory. These two sets of data represent different traffic characteristics. Based on multifractal logarithm chart for criterion, changing trend of 0 ( ) q is used to analyze multifractal characteristic of network traffic. Considering the changing trend of 0 ( ) q , dec-pkt-1 is multifractal characteristic, compared with BC-pOct89.
Statistical characteristics analysis of network traffic
Skewness and kurtosis measures are often used to describe shape characteristics of a distributed type [6] . They have also been used in tests of normality and in studies of robustness to normal theory procedure. For a set of samples, second order center moment and third order center moment is 2 m and 3 m . Accordingly, definition of skewness has been suggested as following The Gaussian distribution connects is typical kurtosis=0 Skewness=0; And for heavy tailed distribution, kurtosis and skewness are much bigger. Figure 4 and Figure 5 depict the value of skewness and kurtosis. Abscissa stands for time scale which is from the first second to the ninth second. Ordinate stands for the value of skewness and kurtosis. 
Threshold-optimization-based traffic model establishment
According to the contents, network traffic can be divided into two parts. One part is information of network users. Network traffic of this part is determined by user behavior and is highly socialized and random. The other part is routing and control information which is exchanged in network appliances and keeps network normally operating. This part is steady and periodic. The randomness and sociality of user information can generate large quantity of network traffic in a short time and cause emergent traffic. Salvotham and Riedi found that polymerization traffic abruptness derives from minority network connection [7] , and traffic in this connection was called a-traffic. A-traffic derives from large document transmission in high bandwidth links, and this kind of traffic has non-Gaussian strong abruptness property. After a-traffic is removed, the rest part is called btraffic, which derives from document transmission in low bandwidth links. B-traffic has long correlation properties of Gaussian distribution and is very steady. As in current network traffic models physical significance is not very clear and mathematical expression is relatively complicated, in this paper, a threshold optimization based network traffic model is proposed based on [7] . Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is used to get suitable network traffic threshold. Network traffic which is bigger than threshold is divided into a-traffic, and the rest is divided into b-traffic. Appropriate mathematical models are used to describe a-traffic and b-traffic. With above analysis, following hypothesis is made: (1)Proper threshold M can be found to divide network traffic into a-traffic and b-traffic. (2)Traffic has high abruptness property and is modeled using distribution which has self-similarity property. (3)Traffic has preferable stability and is modeled using distribution which has Gaussian property. With above hypothesis, network traffic model built in this paper can be expressed as 5 .
( ) f t is the model of b-traffic which is described in distribution with Gaussian property. 2 ( ) f t is the model of b-traffic which is described in distribution with self-similarity property. M is network traffic threshold. The building procedure of network traffic model is presented in Figure 6 . Figure 6 , selection and optimization of threshold is the main issue of network traffic model building.
Threshold optimization based on PSO
The key link of network traffic division is to select optimal threshold and divide original network traffic into a-traffic with high abruptness property and b-traffic with preferable stability. Huang [8] proposed a method to select threshold, in which network traffic is divided into busy state, rising state, idle state and descending state. However, in [8] the threshold is set according to certain percentage of link bandwidth and is not reasonably optimized. In this paper, threshold is selected to make H value ( H is self-similarity coefficient) of b-traffic take minimum value and have least self-similarity property to represent traffic information with preferable stability in network traffic better. Therefore, H value of b-traffic is selected as objective function in this work and PSO is used to optimize objective function and get optimum threshold.
( Aiming at dec-pkt-1, PSO is used to search for the optimal solution of the objective function and the curve of objective function versus threshold is obtained, as presented in Figure 7 . 
Network traffic characteristics determination
Time interval of the arrival of network traffic grouping data is an important factor of network business traffic. In traditional network property analysis it is usually assumed that the arrival of network traffic grouping data submits to Poisson distribution and the time interval of grouping arrival submits to exponential distribution. Network traffic is often measured by collecting inter arrivaltime. P , the probability of the time interval of grouping arrival less than X is shown in 10
where x P is the number of data packs whose time interval of grouping arrival is less than X , and N is the number of the whole data packs. The probability of the a-traffic and b-traffic of dec-pkt-1, P , is presented in Figure 8 . 
Building of traffic model
Strictly speaking, for any kind of given network traffic, it cannot be certified that this kind of network obeys certain distribution. Usually a number of the most important statistical metrics which can reflect main characteristics of this distribution are selected to verify whether the statistics metrics of given data set are in agreement with the distribution of hypothetical data set. If there is obvious deviation or the error limit is exceeded, the hypothesis does not hold. Conversely, the data set is considered to obey hypothesized distribution. In this work network traffic is modeled in this way. As analyzed in 3.1, reasonable threshold can divide network traffic into a-traffic and b-traffic. The time interval of grouping arrival of a-traffic is approximately heavy-tailed, which can represent the highly abrupt part of network traffic. This part has self-similarity property. The time interval of grouping arrival of b-traffic is approximately exponential, which can represent the steady part of network traffic. This part has Gaussian property. Current interpretation of the reason of network self-similarity business is mostly associated with heavy-detailed distribution. It can be concluded that there is compact correlation between heavy-detailed distribution and self-similarity business. Characteristics such as stability, infinite variation and heavydetailed distribution of a-stable distribution can describe selfsimilarity and abruptness of network business flow commendably. (1) 
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We shall call such a distribution a-Stable and denote it by writing , , a u x S .The characteristic exponent a determines the rate of decay, the heaviness of the tails of the distribution, while the parameter is an indication of the skewness of the distribution, with 0 corresponding to the symmetric case; a and together determine the shape of the distribution. The parameter u shifts the distribution to the left or right, whereas the parameter merely expands or contracts it around u ; they both have no effect on its shape. We may therefore represent the standard stable distribution with 1 and 0 u , by
Unfortunately, no closed-form expressions exist for a-Stable density and distribution functions. So a-Stable is hard to study. Considering the special form of a-Stable distribution, Cauchy distribution has closed-form expressions. And Cauchy distribution has stability and heavy-tailed distribution characteristics; hence it is good for depicting the selfsimilarity characterization of the network traffic. Based on the above characteristics, this paper establishes atraffic of modeling by using Cauchy distribution. The Cauchy distribution has the probability density function [11] 
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From type (16), network traffic is preferably steady as threshold is less than R and is modified by revision of the exponential distribution. However, network traffic is abrupt when threshold is bigger than R and is modified by Cauchy distribution.
Experimental results verification
This section proves multifractal properties and statistical characteristics of a-traffic and b-traffic through dec-pkt-1.
Multifractal properties analysis
According to optimal threshold, network traffic is divided into a-traffic and b-traffic, as shown in figure 11 
Statistical characteristic analysis
According to statistics theory, traffic characteristics are analyzed by using the skewness and the kurtosis. From the above analysis, we can see that the characteristics atraffic is non-Gaussian distribution, while b-traffic is Gaussian distribution.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel threshold-optimization-based traffic model. In this model, the actual network traffic is divided into two different parts (i.e., a-traffic with abrupt characteristics, and b-traffic with steady characteristic) according to optimized threshold results obtained with particle swarm optimization algorithm. By analysis, conclusions are shown as follows.
(1)Gaussian and non-Gaussian properties both exist in actual WAN traffic. Thus, it is inaccurate to describe network traffic nature just with Gaussian distribution. Actually, Gaussian and non-Gaussian propertiesshould be taken into account simultaneously to model actual network traffic. (2) PSO is an effective tool to obtain the optimized threshold which divides the actual traffic into a-traffic with abrupt characteristics, and b-traffic with steady characteristics. (3)According to the different characteristics of a-traffic and btraffic, appropriate distributions are selected to model and describe the characteristics of a-traffic and b-traffic respectively. It is proved that the threshold-optimization-based traffic model presented in this paper has explicit physical meaning and simple expression and can describe the traffic nature more accurately.
